Community Coordination Team Meeting #6

June 20, 2019
Welcome & Core Value Moment
Open House Follow-up
Frequently Asked Questions
Design Update
CCT Schedule
Final Comments & Questions
PROJECT CORE VALUES

Core Values
- Trust
- Safety
- Fiscal Responsibility
- Passion
- Public Responsiveness
- Dedication
MAY 2019 OPEN HOUSE

- 459 IN-PERSON SIGN-INS
- 14 WRITTEN COMMENTS
- 6,505 ONLINE OPEN HOUSE VIEWS
- 90+ ONLINE OPEN HOUSE COMMENTS

1550 PROJECT EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS
1191 FACEBOOK GROUP MEMBERS
- 594 Posts, comments & reactions in May
3,220 website visits in May
- 2250+ new users
OPEN HOUSE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

• Noise walls
• Property acquisition process
• U.S. 89/I-84 interchange
• Pedestrian access and bicycle lanes
• Construction schedule
• Aesthetics

What did you hear?
PROJECT DESIGN UPDATE

- Process to date
- Progress to date
- Order of design packages
400 North - 60% Design

60% Set rough vertical profile
Balance earthwork
Determine pipe sizes, capacity, etc.
400 North - 90% Design

90% Finalize vertical profile
Designing around other utilities
Refine earthwork balance
Include City input and requirements
Add construction details
Early Grading Overview
Early Grading Plan Example
NEXT CCT MEETING

SUGGESTED AGENDA ITEMS:

• PROJECT SPECIFICATION REVIEW
  • Limitations Of Operations, Maintenance Of Traffic

• UPCOMING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES (if any)

• ROLE OF CCT DURING CONSTRUCTION

MEET IN JULY OR AUGUST?
OTHER QUESTIONS OR ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION?
U.S. 89 TEAM CONTACTS

Communications Team
- Aubry Bennion
- Leah Jaramillo

Email: us89@utah.gov
Hotline: 888.752.8789